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A Visit From the Goon Squad 2011-03-17

winner of the pulitzer prize for fiction new york times top 10 books of 2010 jennifer egan s spellbinding novel circles the lives

of bennie salazar an ageing former punk rocker and record executive and sasha the troubled young woman he employs we

first meet sasha in her mid thirties on her therapist s couch in new york city confronting her longstanding compulsion to steal

we meet bennie at the melancholy nadir of his adult life divorced struggling to connect with his nine year old son listening to

a washed up band in the basement of a suburban house although bennie and sasha never discover each other s pasts the

reader does in intimate detail along with the secret lives of a host of other characters whose paths intersect with theirs over

many years in many places with music pulsing on every page this is a startling exhilarating novel of self destruction and

redemption breathtaking work from one of our boldest writers irresistible fiction of the highest quality sunday times egan s

precise calm underwater prose is a persistent pleasure daily telegraph stories that defy narrative convention financial times a

must read sunday times

ならずものがやってくる 2015-04-25

ふと目に留まった見知らぬ人の鞄と そこからのぞく財布 サーシャはこらえきれず財布に手を伸ばすが 問題を抱える若い女性と その上司の元パンクロッカーからは

じまる物語は 過去と未来を行き来しながら 二人が人生の軌跡を交えた人々につながっていく あふれる詩情と優れた構成で描かれる さまざまな生の落胆と希望 世
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界的ベストセラーとなったピュリッツァー賞 全米批評家協会賞受賞作

A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan (Book Analysis) 2019-05-20

ニューヨークの刑務所の囚人レイは 無為の世界から抜け出すために一篇の小説を書き続けていた 舞台は崩壊寸前の古城 城をホテルに改築するため 主人公はその地

を訪れる しかし外界から隔絶した城は不気味な牢獄そのもの 秘密の地下道 塔に住む老男爵夫人 双子が溺れ死んだと伝えられるプール 次々と奇怪な事件が起き 怯

えた主人公は脱出を試みるが 一方 レイの小説が完成に近づくにつれ 刑務所内部にも驚くべき変化が現われ始め

A Visit from the Goon Squad 2010

どこか毀れかけた危うい18歳 フィービ 目立たず 友達もできず 自分自身が一体何者なのかがわからない そして ハイスクールではつねに孤独が目につくことを恐

れた 美人で誰からも愛されていた姉のフェイスは 8年前に謎の自殺を遂げる フィービはその真相を探しに旅に出る 姉の足跡を追い サンフランシスコからロンドン

アムステルダム ベルギー パリへ そして ミュンヘンで思いがけない人物と出会う 姉が生きた60年代 ヒッピー ロックフェスティバル フラワームーヴメント ドラッ

グ カルチャー 旅は 臆病なフィービを大きく変えることができたのだろうか ミュンヘンで出会った思いがけない人物とは そして 姉が自殺した恐るべき真実とは
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古城ホテル 2012-10

a visit from the goon squad a brilliantly entertaining novel about memory time art and how humans connect at every level look

at me the stunningly well praised second novel raises tantalizing questions about identity and reality in contemporary western

culture emerald city eleven masterful stories seamless evocations of self discovery the invisible circus this spellbinding novel

introduces egan s remarkable ability to tie suspense with deeply insightful characters and the nuances of emotion

インヴィジブル・サーカス 2000-08-30

understanding jennifer egan is the first book length study of the novelist short story writer and journalist best known for the

pulitzer prize winning novel a visit from the goon squad alexander moran examines each of egan s varied published works

analyzes how her journalism informs her fiction excavates her literary and intellectual influences and considers her place in

contemporary fiction moran argues that because egan s fiction is not easily categorized many of her novels have been

underappreciated he proposes a framework for understanding her writing centered on what it means to have and to write an

authentic experience in emerald city egan explores the authenticity of touristic experience in the invisible circus her focus

shifts to the authenticity of historical memory in look at me the keep and a visit from the goon squad she explores the effects

of digital technology on how we understand authentic experience in the concluding chapter moran discusses egan s 2017
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novel manhattan beach as a text that explores the authenticity of history and genre while resonating with the instability of the

present

Jennifer Egan Sampler 2012-01-01

jennifer egan described her pulitzer prize winning novel a visit from the goon squad as a combination of proust and the

sopranos in rereading the book ivan kreilkamp takes egan up on her comparison showing how it blends a concern with the

status of the novel in the twenty first century with an elegiac meditation on how we experience the passage of time kreilkamp

a former music critic examines how egan s characters turn to rock and especially punk in search of community and meaning

he considers what the novel s portrayal of music says about the role of art in contemporary culture as digitization makes older

technologies obsolete combining personal and critical reflection he reveals how a visit from the goon squad articulates and

responds to the sense of loss many feel as cherished physical objects are replaced with immaterial data for kreilkamp egan s

novel compellingly combines the psychological realism of the nineteenth century novel with more recent and transient forms

such as the celebrity magazine profile or a powerpoint presentation to provide a self reflective diagnosis of the decay and

endurance of literature arranged like egan s novel into a and b sides this book highlights not only how a visit from the goon

squad speaks to our mass media and digital present but also its page turning pleasure
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Understanding Jennifer Egan 2021-09-03

reconstructive facial surgery after a car crash so alters manhattan model charlotte that within the fashion world where one s

look is oneself she is unrecognizable seeking a new image charlotte engages in an internet experiment that may both save

and damn her as her story eerily converges with that of a plain unhappy teenager another charlotte it raises tantalizing

questions about identity and reality in contemporary western culture jennifer egan s bold innovative novel demonstrating her

virtuosity at weaving a spellbinding ambitious tale with language that dazzles captures the spirit of our times and offers an

unsettling glimpse of the future

A Visit from the Goon Squad Reread 2021-02-02

winner of the pulitzer prize for fiction new york times top 10 books of 2010 jennifer egan s spellbinding novel circles the lives

of bennie salazar an aging former punk rocker and record executive and sasha the passionate troubled young woman he

employs although bennie and sasha never discover each other s pasts the reader does in intimate detail along with the secret

lives of a host of other characters whose paths intersect with theirs over many years in locales as varied as new york san

francisco naples and africa we first meet sasha in her mid thirties on her therapist s couch in new york city confronting her

longstanding compulsion to steal later we learn the genesis of her turmoil when we see her as the child of a violent marriage
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then a runaway living in naples then as a college student trying to avert the suicidal impulses of her best friend we meet

bennie salazar at the melancholy nadir of his adult life divorced struggling to connect with his nine year old son listening to a

washed up band in the basement of a suburban house and then revisit him in 1979 at the height of his youth shy and tender

reveling in san francisco s punk scene as he discovers his ardor for rock and roll and his gift for spotting talent we learn what

became of his high school gang who thrived and who faltered and we encounter lou kline bennie s catastrophically careless

mentor along with the lovers and children left behind in the wake of lou s far flung sexual conquests and meteoric rise and

fall a visit from the goon squad is a book about the interplay of time and music about survival about the stirrings and

transformations set inexorably in motion by even the most passing conjunction of our fates in a breathtaking array of styles

and tones ranging from tragedy to satire to powerpoint egan captures the undertow of self destruction that we all must either

master or succumb to the basic human hunger for redemption and the universal tendency to reach for both and escape the

merciless progress of time in the transporting realms of art and music sly startling exhilarating work from one of our boldest

writers jennifer egan s latest novel the candy house is coming april 2022 the long awaited sibling novel to a visit from the

goon squad

Look at Me 2011-09-15

contemporary culture is haunted by its media yet in their ubiquity digital media have become increasingly banal making it
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harder for us to register their novelty or the scope of the social changes they have wrought what do we learn about our media

environment when we look closely at the ways novelists and filmmakers narrate and depict banal use of everyday

technologies how do we encounter our own media use in scenes of waiting for e mail watching ebay bids programming as

work and worrying about numbers of social media likes friends and followers zara dinnen analyzes a range of prominent

contemporary novels films and artworks to contend that we live in the condition of the digital banal not noticing the affective

and political novelty of our relationship to digital media authors like jennifer egan dave eggers sheila heti jonathan lethem

gary shteyngart colson whitehead mark amerika ellen ullman and danica novgorodoff and films such as the social network

and catfish critique and reveal the ways in which digital labor isolates the individual how the work of programming has

become an operation of power and the continuation of the californian ideology which has folded the radical into the rote and

the imaginary into the mundane the works of these writers and artists dinnen argues also offer ways of resisting the more

troubling aspects of the effects of new technologies as well as timely methods for seeing the digital banal as a politics of

suppression bridging the gap between literary studies and media studies the digital banal recovers the shrouded disturbances

that can help us recognize and antagonize our media environment

A Visit From the Goon Squad 2011-03-24

大学の卒業式の朝 ベッドに横たわるマデリン 英文学専攻 は騒々しく鳴り続ける玄関ブザーの音にびくりとなった 鳴らしているのは式を楽しみにやってきた両親だ
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しかし彼女の髪は乱れに乱れ ひどい二日酔いのせいで意識は朦朧 深酒をした理由なんて思い出したくもない すべてはひどい恋愛のせいなのだ それでもマデリンは

立ち上がり ドアへと向かう こうしてはじまる恋愛喜劇 マデリンがミッチェル 宗教学専攻 レナード 生物学 哲学専攻 と繰り広げるこじれた三角関係はどこへ向か

うのか 1980年代のアメリカの大学を舞台に ピュリッツァー賞作家が流麗な筆致で描く 現代のマリッジ プロット サロン ブック アワード受賞

The Digital Banal 2018-01-02

pulitzer prize winning author of a visit from the goon squad from one of the most dazzling and iconic writers of our time

comes an electrifying deeply moving novel about the quest for authenticity privacy and meaning in a world where our

memories are no longer our own featuring characters from a visit from the goon squad it s 2010 staggeringly successful and

brilliant tech entrepreneur bix bouton is desperate for a new idea he s forty with four kids and restless when he stumbles into

a conversation with mostly columbia professors one of whom is experimenting with downloading or externalising memory

within a decade bix s new technology own your unconscious that allows you access to every memory you ve ever had and to

share every memory in exchange for access to the memories of others has seduced multitudes but not everyone in

spellbinding linked narratives egan spins out the consequences of own your unconscious through the lives of multiple

characters whose paths intersect over several decades intellectually dazzling and extraordinarily moving the candy house is a

bold brilliant imagining of a world that is moments away with a focus on social media gaming and alternate worlds you can

almost experience moving among dimensions in a role playing game egan takes her deeply intuitive forays into the darker
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aspects of our technology driven image saturated culture vogue to stunning new heights and delivers a fierce and exhilarating

testament to the tenacity and transcendence of human longing for real connection love family privacy and redemption

マリッジ・プロット 2013-03-15

close your eyes and slowly count backward from ten america the near future a young spy on a mission logs her observations

the result is an intense thriller and a minute dissection of the experience of a woman whose beauty is also her camouflage for

whom control relies on submission a woman whose success whose life depends on being seen and not seen originally

published online via twitter by nyerfiction jennifer egan s first new fiction since the phenomenal success of a visit from the

goon squad is a taut compulsive work of unrelenting genius

The Candy House 2022-04-05

the candy house opens with the staggeringly brilliant bix bouton whose company mandala is so successful that he is one of

those tech demi gods with whom we re all on a first name basis bix is 40 with four kids restless desperate for a new idea

when he stumbles into a conversation group mostly columbia professors one of whom is experimenting with downloading or

externalizing memory it s 2010 within a decade bix s new technology own your unconscious that allows you access to every

memory you ve ever had and to share every memory in exchange for access to the memories of others has seduced
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multitudes but not everyone in spellbinding interlocking narratives egan spins out the consequences of own your unconscious

through the lives of multiple characters whose paths intersect over several decades intellectually dazzling the candy house is

also extraordinarily moving a testament to the tenacity and transcendence of human longing for real connection love family

privacy and redemption in the world of egan s spectacular imagination there are counters who track and exploit desires and

there are eluders those who understand the price of taking a bite of the candy house egan introduces these characters in an

astonishing array of narrative styles from omniscient to first person plural to a duet of voices an epistolary chapter and a

chapter of tweets if goon squad was organized like a concept album the candy house incorporates electronic dance music s

more disjunctive approach the parts are titled build break drop with an emphasis on gaming portals and alternate worlds its

structure also suggests the experience of moving among dimensions in a role playing game the candy house is a bold

brilliant imagining of a world that is moments away egan takes to stunning new heights her deeply intuitive forays into the

darker aspects of our technology driven image saturated culture vogue the candy house delivers an absolutely extraordinary

combination of fierce exhilarating intelligence and heart

Black Box 2012-09-06

ホリーは いたって普通の女の子 サイキックな能力を持つことを除けば 舞台は 15歳の家出少女だった1984年のイングランドからイラク アメリカ ディストピア

と化した2043年のアイルランドまで ホリーの人生を中心に展開される６つの物語からなる大作 世界幻想文学大賞受賞 ブッカー賞ノミネート
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The Candy House 2023-03-07

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用

などの機能が使用できません 電子版では 紙の雑誌と内容が一部異なる場合や 掲載されないページや特別付録が含まれない場合がございます 本雑誌はカラーページ

を含みます お使いの端末によっては 一部読みづらい場合がございます the book lovers guide 本とコート 未来のカノン 恩田 陸 スキマワラシ 上質なファン

タジーに耽る fashion encyclopedia デザイナーたちから言葉の贈りもの 満島ひかり 又吉直樹 共感よりも 不可解こそ恍惚 ふたりが本に惹かれる理由 朝吹真

理子 ニットの肖像 ロゴ 書体 フォントを調査 おしゃれ業界と 文字 松田青子が選書 いつもそばに 物語とジュエリーを 岸本佐知子ワールドへようこそ 海外文学の

おもしろさを教えてください 24人の愛読書 私のいちばん好きな本 長濱ねると小川洋子作品 密やかな読書 ginza charming busters 本棚からのお気に入り

読んで味わう 本と料理 選と文 平松洋子 本をもっと好きになる ginza library 遠野 遥 破局 ゆがんだ青春と狂気のオーディナリー beauty では ビューティの

時間です 冬までにしたい５つのケア 理想の質感に近づける 肌のフィットネス これなんなん ニッポンを席巻中 岡山の逆襲 louis vuitton 不思議の国のモノグラ

ム balenciaga a room of one s own サンローラン 写真 沢渡 朔 ４つのファクターで知る フェンディ ヴァリュー bottega veneta エレガントな逃走

tod s 新しい t との日常 ami ブランド創立９周年 今までとこれから canada goose 真夜中のオアシス

ボーン・クロックス 2020-08-20

a comprehensive overview into digital literary studies that equips readers to navigate the difficult contentions in this space the

literary agenda is a series of short polemical monographs about the importance of literature and of reading in the wider world
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and about the state of literary education inside schools and universities the category of the literary has always been

contentious what is clear however is how increasingly it is dismissed or is unrecognised as a way of thinking or an arena for

thought it is sceptically challenged from within for example by the sometimes rival claims of cultural history contextualized

explanation or media studies it is shaken from without by even greater pressures by economic exigency and the severe social

attitudes that can follow from it by technological change that may leave the traditional forms of serious human communication

looking merely antiquated for just these reasons this is the right time for renewal to start reinvigorated work into the meaning

and value of literary reading you may have heard of the digital humanities and what you may have heard may not have been

good yet like an oncoming storm the relentless growth of the use of digital methods for the study of literature seems

inevitable this book gives an insight into the ways in which digital approaches can be used to study literature and the ways in

which humanistic study can be used to explore digital literature examining its subject across the axes of authorship space and

visualization maps and place distance and history and ethical approaches to the digital humanities this book introduces

newcomers to the topic while also offering plenty for seasoned digital humanities pros combining original research with third

party case studies and examples this book will appeal both to students and researchers across all levels who wish to learn

about digital literary studies
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GINZA(ギンザ) 2020年 11月号 [ＧＩＮＺＡ読書案内] 2020-10-12

mixed media in contemporary american literature voices gone viral investigates the formation and formulation of the

contemporary novel through a historical analysis of voice studies and media studies after situating research through voices of

nineteenth and twentieth century american literature this book examines the expressions of a multi media vocality examining

the interactions among cultural polemics aesthetic forms and changing media in the twenty first century the novel studies

shown here trace the ways in which the viral aesthetics of the contemporary novel move language out of context

recontextualizing human testimony by galvanizing mixed media forms that shape contemporary literature in our age of

networks through readings of american authors such as claudia rankine david foster wallace jennifer egan junot díaz michael

chabon joseph o neill michael cunningham and colum mccann the book considers how voice acts as a site where identities

combine conform and are questioned relationally by listening to and tracing the spoken and unspoken voices of the novel the

author identifies a politics of listening and speaking in our mediated informational society

The Digital Humanities and Literary Studies 2022

the study of contemporary fiction is a fascinating yet challenging one contemporary fiction has immediate relevance to popular

culture the news scholarly organizations and education where it is found on the syllabus in schools and universities but it also
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offers challenges what is contemporary how do we track cultural shifts and changes the routledge companion to twenty first

century literary fiction takes on this challenge mapping key literary trends from the year 2000 onwards as the landscape of

our century continues to take shape around us a significant and central intervention into contemporary literature this

companion offers essential coverage of writers who have risen to prominence since then such as hari kunzru jennifer egan

david mitchell jonathan lethem ali smith a l kennedy hilary mantel marilynne robinson and colson whitehead thirty eight

essays by leading and emerging international scholars cover topics such as identity including race sexuality class and religion

in the twenty first century the impact of technology terrorism activism and the global economy on the modern world and

modern literature the form and format of twenty first century literary fiction including analysis of established genres such as

the pastoral graphic novels and comedic writing and how these have been adapted in recent years accessible to experts

students and general readers the routledge companion to twenty first century literary fiction provides a map of the critical

issues central to the discipline as well as uncovering new perspectives and new directions for the development of the field it

is essential reading for anyone interested in the past present and future of contemporary literature

Mixed Media in Contemporary American Literature 2021-06-28

fresh perspectives and eye opening discussions of contemporary american fiction in the encyclopedia of contemporary

american fiction 1980 2020 a team of distinguished scholars delivers a focused and in depth collection of essays on some of
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the most significant and influential authors and literary subjects of the last four decades cutting edge entries from established

and new voices discuss subjects as varied as multiculturalism contemporary regionalisms realism after poststructuralism

indigenous narratives globalism and big data in the context of american fiction from the last 40 years the encyclopedia

provides an overview of american fiction at the turn of the millennium as well as a vision of what may come it perfectly

balances analysis summary and critique for an illuminating treatment of the subject matter this collection also includes an

exciting mix of established and emerging contributors from around the world discussing central and cutting edge topics in

american fiction studies focused critical explorations of authors and subjects of critical importance to american fiction topics

that reflect the energies and tendencies of contemporary american fiction from the forty years between 1980 and 2020 the

encyclopedia of contemporary american fiction 1980 2020 is a must have resource for undergraduate and graduate students

of american literature english creative writing and fiction studies it will also earn a place in the libraries of scholars seeking an

authoritative array of contributions on both established and newer authors of contemporary fiction

The Routledge Companion to Twenty-First Century Literary Fiction 2019-01-15

a new york times bestseller one of the top 10 books of the year by the new york times entertainment weekly slate the

philadelphia inquirer also named one of the best books of the year by vanity fair time npr the guardian oprah daily self vogue

the new yorker bbc vulture and many more olivia wilde to direct a24 s tv adaptation of the candy house and a visit from the
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goon squad from one of the most celebrated writers of our time comes an inventive effervescent oprah daily novel about the

memory and quest for authenticity and human connection the candy house opens with the staggeringly brilliant bix bouton

whose company mandala is so successful that he is one of those tech demi gods with whom we re all on a first name basis

bix is forty with four kids restless and desperate for a new idea when he stumbles into a conversation group mostly columbia

professors one of whom is experimenting with downloading or externalizing memory within a decade bix s new technology

own your unconscious which allows you access to every memory you ve ever had and to share your memories in exchange

for access to the memories of others has seduced multitudes in the world of egan s spectacular imagination there are

counters who track and exploit desires and there are eluders those who understand the price of taking a bite of the candy

house egan introduces these characters in an astonishing array of narrative styles from omniscient to first person plural to a

duet of voices an epistolary chapter and a chapter of tweets intellectually dazzling the candy house is also a moving

testament to the tenacity and transcendence of human longing for connection family privacy and love a beautiful exploration

of loss memory and history san francisco chronicle this is minimalist maximalism it s as if egan compressed a big 19th

century novel onto a flash drive the new york times

The Encyclopedia of Contemporary American Fiction, 2 Volumes 2022-03-01

this book argues that narrative literature very often if not always include significant amounts of what appears to be extra
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literary material in form and in content and that we too often ignore this dimension of literature it offers an up to date overview

and discussion of intermedial theory and it facilitates a much needed dialogue between the burgeoning field of intermedial

studies on the one side and the already well developed methods of literary analysis on the other the book aims at working

these two fields together into a productive working method it makes evident in a methodologically succinct way the necessity

of approaching literature with an intermedial terminology by way of a relatively simple but never the less productive three step

analytic method in four in depth case studies of anglophone texts ranging from nabokov chandler and tobias wolff to jennifer

egan it demonstrates that medialities matter

The Candy House 2022-04-05

a collection of masterful stories from the bestselling award winning author of a visit from the goon squad boldly modulated

tales of displacement and blazing moments of truth riveting vaguely hitchcockian piercingly tender outstanding the new york

times book review these elegant and poignant stories egan s first collection deal with loneliness and longing regret and desire

egan s characters models and housewives bankers and schoolgirls are united by their search for something outside their own

realm of experience they set out from locations as exotic as china and bora bora as cosmopolitan as downtown manhattan or

as familiar as suburban illinois to seek their own transformations the stories in emerald city are seamless evocations of self

discovery
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The Intermediality of Narrative Literature 2016-06-29

part cookbook part celebration of the written word the book club cookbook illustrates how books and ideas can bring people

together publishers weekly we are what we eat they say we can eat what we read too the book club cookbook by judy

gelman and vicki levy krupp tarcher penguin 21 95 first published in 2004 and now newly updated and revised offers up

dozens of new recipes inspired by book clubs favorite books their characters and authors usa today it s pretty much a no

brainer why we love something like the book club cookbook it combines two of our all time favorite things food and books

even better the recipes in the book let us get a fuller experience of our favorite novels by thinking up recipes either inspired

by the story or literally contributed by the author as essential to the book flavorwire the book club cookbook excels at offering

book groups new title ideas and a culinary way to spice up their discussions library journal whether it s roman punch for the

age of innocence or sabzi challow spinach and rice with lamb for the kite runner or swedish meatballs and glögg for the girl

with the dragon tattoo nothing spices up a book club meeting like great eats featuring recipes and discussion ideas from

bestselling authors and book clubs across the country this fully revised and updated edition of the classic book guides

readers in selecting and preparing culinary masterpieces that blend perfectly with the literary masterpieces their club is

reading this edition features new contributions from a host of today s bestselling authors including kathryn stockett the help

demetrie s chocolate pie and caramel cake sara gruen water for elephants oyster brie soup jodi picoult my sister s keeper

brian fitzgerald s firehouse marinara sauce abraham verghese cutting for stone almaz s ethiopian doro wot and sister mary
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joseph praise s cari de dal annie barrows the guernsey literary and potato peel pie society annie barrows s potato peel pie

and non occupied potato peel pie lisa see snow flower and the secret fan lisa see s deep fried sugared taro the book club

cookbook will add real flavor to your book club meetings

Emerald City 2010-09-29

the ultimate literary bucket list the washington post celebrate the pleasure of reading and the thrill of discovering new titles in

an extraordinary book that s as compulsively readable entertaining surprising and enlightening as the 1 000 plus titles it

recommends covering fiction poetry science and science fiction memoir travel writing biography children s books history and

more 1 000 books to read before you die ranges across cultures and through time to offer an eclectic collection of works that

each deserve to come with the recommendation you have to read this but it s not a proscriptive list of the great works rather

it s a celebration of the glorious mosaic that is our literary heritage flip it open to any page and be transfixed by a fresh take

on a very favorite book or come across a title you always meant to read and never got around to or like browsing in the best

kind of bookshop stumble on a completely unknown author and work and feel that tingle of discovery there are classics of

course and unexpected treasures too lists to help pick and choose like offbeat escapes or a long climb but what a view and

its alphabetical arrangement by author assures that surprises await on almost every turn of the page with cormac mccarthy

and the road next to robert mccloskey and make way for ducklings alice walker next to izaac walton there are nuts and bolts
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too best editions to read other books by the author if you like this you ll like that recommendations and an interesting endnote

of adaptations where appropriate add it all up and in fact there are more than six thousand titles by nearly four thousand

authors mentioned a life changing list for a lifetime of reading 948 pages later you still want more the washington post

The Book Club Cookbook, Revised Edition 2012-03-01

if you ve wondered how your favorite masterpieces got their starts the itch can now be scratched foreword review s matt

sutherland grogan s research is meticulous and empirical a lively peek into literary genius kirkus for readers and writers alike

origins of a story is the inspiring collection of 202 amazing true stories behind the inspiration for the world s greatest literature

did you know lennie from of mice and men was based on a real person or how about that charlotte s was based on an actual

spider and her egg that e b white would carry from maine to new york on business trips origins of a story profiles 202 famous

literary masterpieces and explores how each story got its start spanning works from the nineteenth century to the twenty first

this book is the first of its kind get glimpses of the reality behind these fictional stories and learn about the individual creative

process for each writer origins of a story will not only leave you with a different perspective into your favorite works of fiction

but it will also have you inspired to take your everyday life and craft it into a literary masterpiece
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1,000 Books to Read Before You Die 2018-10-02

while paratexts among them headnotes footnotes or endnotes have never been absent from american literature the last two

decades have seen an explosion of the phenomenon including mock scholarly footnotes to an extent that they seem to take

over the text itself in this special focus we shall attempt to find the reasons for this astonishing development in our first

diachronic section we shall explore such texts as might have fostered the present boom from fictions by edgar allan poe to

vladimir nabokov to mark z danielewski the second synchronic section will concentrate on paratexts by david foster wallace

perhaps the father of the post postmodern footnote as well as those to be found in novels by bennett sims jennifer egan and

junot diaz among others it appears that while paratexts definitely point to a high degree of self reflexivity in the author they

equally draw attention to the textual and authorial functions of the works in which they exist they can thus cause a reflection

on the boundaries between genres like fiction faction and autobiography as well as serving to highlight a host of pedagogical

and social concerns that exist in the interstices between fiction and reality

Origins of a Story 2017-10-17

a study of generational inheritance engagement and cross fertilization in the landscape of literary postmodernism
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Symbolism 15 2015-10-16

a vintage shorts short story month selection sam lafferty has hit bottom under investigation and on leave from the financial

services firm that employed him sam has uprooted his wife and two daughters and dragged them against their will to central

china while on this rotten family vacation in an alien and uncomfortable landscape after years of deception lousy investment

moral and soon coming financial bankruptcy and with his family in tow sam pursues the man who had first set him on a path

to corruption from crumbling binguan hotels without soap or towels to buddhist caves near xi an in this dazzling piece

selected from the stunning collection of short fiction emerald city by the critically acclaimed author and winner of the pulitzer

prize and national book critics circle award jennifer egan lays bare our capacity for failure an ebook short

The Tribe of Pyn 2015-12-02

neoliberalism and contemporary literary culture is essential reading for anyone invested in the ever changing state of literary

culture
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Why China? 2016-05-11

this four volume reference work surveys american literature from the early 20th century to the present day featuring a diverse

range of american works and authors and an expansive selection of primary source materials bringing useful and engaging

material into the classroom this four volume set covers more than a century of american literary history from 1900 to the

present twentieth century and contemporary american literature in context profiles authors and their works and provides

overviews of literary movements and genres through which readers will understand the historical cultural and political contexts

that have shaped american writing twentieth century and contemporary american literature in context provides wide coverage

of authors works genres and movements that are emblematic of the diversity of modern america not only are major literary

movements represented such as the beats but this work also highlights the emergence and development of modern native

american literature african american literature and other representative groups that showcase the diversity of american letters

a rich selection of primary documents and background material provides indispensable information for student research

Neoliberalism and Contemporary Literary Culture 2017-09-19

this is a book about the power game currently being played out between two symbiotic cultural institutions the university and

the novel as the number of hyper knowledgeable literary fans grows students and researchers in english departments waver
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between dismissing and harnessing voices outside the academy meanwhile the role that the university plays in contemporary

literary fiction is becoming increasingly complex and metafictional moving far beyond the campus novel of the mid twentieth

century martin paul eve s engaging and far reaching study explores the novel s contribution to the ongoing displacement of

cultural authority away from university english spanning the works of jennifer egan ishmael reed tom mccarthy sarah waters

percival everett roberto bolaño and many others literature against criticism forces us to re think our previous notions about the

relationship between those who write literary fiction and those who critique it

Twentieth-Century and Contemporary American Literature in Context [4 volumes]

2021-06-04

special focus omission edited by patrick gill throughout literary history and in many cultures we encounter an astute use of

conspicuous absences to conjure an imagined reality into a recipient s mind the term omission as used in the present study

then demarcates a common artistic phenomenon a silence blank or absence introduced against the recipient s generic or

experiential expectations but which nonetheless frequently encapsulates the tenor of the work as a whole such omissions can

be employed for their affective potential when emotions represented or evoked by the text are deemed to be beyond words

they can be employed to raise epistemological questions as when an omission marks the limits of what can be known ethical

questions can also be approached by means of omissions as when a character s voice is omitted for instance finally omission
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always carries within it the potential to reflect on the media and genres on which it is brought to bear as its efficacy depends

on the recipient s generic expectations omission is frequently characterized by a high degree of meta discursiveness this

volume investigates the various strategies with which the phenomenon of omission is employed across a range of textual

forms and in different cultures to conclusively argue for its status as a highly effective and near universal form of artistic

signification

Literature Against Criticism 2016-10-17

famous last lines features the final sentences from 300 works of literature from don quixote to the girl on the train the closing

words of any text carry a lot of weight famous last lines unpacks more than 300 notable final lines from classical epics to

contemporary short stories spanning centuries of writing each entry whether for don quixote or the girl on the train provides

context for these notable last lines making clear what makes them so memorable and lasting famous last lines provides

readers with a comprehensive collection of brilliant conclusions

Symbolism 2022-10-03

what happens when stories meet mobile media in this cutting edge collection contributors explore digital storytelling in ways

that look beyond the desktop to consider how stories can be told through mobile locative and pervasive technologies this
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book offers dynamic insights about the new nature of narrative in the age of mobile media studying digital stories that are site

specific context aware and involve the reader in fascinating ways addressing important topics for scholars students and

designers alike this collection investigates the crucial questions for this emerging area of storytelling and electronic literature

topics covered include the histories of site specific narratives issues in design and practice space and mapping mobile games

narrative interfaces and the interplay between memory history and community

Famous Last Lines 2018-11-13

new yorker danny is running from something a loner who cannot bear to be apart from his wi fi connection he is in need of

refuge his cousin howie is an enigmatic and successful former drug addict who just happens to own a castle as they turn the

castle from crumbling ruin to luxury hotel howie and danny must navigate their uncomfortable relationship and the castle has

some surprises of its own a sinister baroness a tragic accident in a fathomless pool a treacherous labyrinth and through all of

this a story within a story an unnerving haunting and unforgiving tale of modern life and modern man the novel before a visit

from the goon squad is filled with egan s breathtaking style and remarkable voice
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The Mobile Story 2013-09-11

contemporary popular music provides the soundtrack for a host of recent novels but little critical attention has been paid to

the intersection of these important art forms write in tune addresses this gap by offering the first full length study of the

relationship between recent music and fiction with essays from an array of international scholars the collection focuses on

how writers weave rock punk and jazz into their narratives both to develop characters and themes and to investigate various

fan and celebrity cultures surrounding contemporary music write in tune covers major writers from america and england

including don delillo jonathan franzen zadie smith and jim crace but it also explores how popular music culture is reflected in

postcolonial latino and australian fiction ultimately the book brings critical awareness to the power of music in shaping

contemporary culture and offers new perspectives on central issues of gender race and national identity

The Keep 2011-07-21

since the mid nineteenth century there has been a notable acceleration in the development of the techniques used to confirm

identity from fingerprints to photographs to dna we have been rapidly amassing novel means of identification even as

personal individual identity remains a complex chimera the art of identification examines how such processes are entangled

within a wider sphere of cultural identity formation against the backdrop of an unstable modernity and the rapid rise and
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expansion of identificatory techniques this volume makes the case that identity and identification are mutually imbricated and

that our best understanding of both concepts and technologies comes through the interdisciplinary analysis of science

bureaucratic infrastructures and cultural artifacts with contributions from literary critics cultural historians scholars of film and

new media a forensic anthropologist and a human bioarcheologist this book reflects upon the relationship between the

bureaucratic scientific and technologically determined techniques of identification and the cultural contexts of art literature and

screen media in doing so it opens the interpretive possibilities surrounding identification and pushes us to think about it as

existing within a range of cultural influences that complicate the precise formulation meaning and reception of the concept in

addition to the editors the contributors to this volume include dorothy butchard patricia e chu jonathan finn rebecca gowland

liv hausken matt houlbrook rob lederer andrew mangham victoria stewart and tim thompson

Write in Tune: Contemporary Music in Fiction 2014-05-22

The Art of Identification 2021-07-12
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